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1. An interpretation of  this song by the vocal groupNaturally 7 went viral in 2006 after being
performed on a Paris subway. A man complains that the performer of  this song is staring into his
soul in its cover art in a work that also likened it to WWE entrance music. Despite being nearly 40
(*) years old, this song reached number 2 on iTunes sales charts in 2020, in part due to its ending being
praised as a way to "wake 'em up." Tim and Fred Williams, a pair better known as the YouTubers
TwinsthenewTrend, claimed "I've never seen nobody drop the beat three minutes in the song" during their
first listening of, for 10 points, what song by Phil Collins?
ANSWER: "In the Air Tonight" <Nelson>

2. Two answers required. A Chemical Brothers song alternates saying "hey" to these two groups
with the lines "superstar DJs, here we go." Ingrid Michaelson assures "all the broken hearts in the
world still beat" in a song about how one of  these groups always chase the other. A band named for
these groups recorded the song "Love Drunk." One of  these groups prefers (*)"cars and money" to
the other of  these groups according to a Good Charlotte song. Alice Cooper's "School's Out" appropriately
claims that these groups have "got no choice." For 10 points, name these classifications of  young people.
ANSWER: boys and girls [accept answers in either order; accept "Hey Boy, Hey Girl" or "Girls Chase
Boys" or Boys Like Girls or Girls and Boys] <Maharjan>

3. This NBA player claimed "He was in the way" following a vicious dunk attempt in which he
nearly jumped over Kevin Love. In an upset over Marquette, this player recorded a triple-double in
the 2019 NCAA Basketball Tournament. After becoming the first college player to average a
point-assist double-double for a season, this player became the first person since Cameron Payne
to be drafted out of  (*)Murray State. Tyus Jones backs up this player who, as a teammate of  Jaren Jackson
Jr. and Jonas Valančiūnas, was named NBA's 2020 Rookie of  the Year. For 10 points, name this Memphis
Grizzlies point guard.
ANSWER: Ja Morant (jah mor-ANT) [or Temetrius Jamel Morant] <Nelson>

4. A young man working as a Jehovah's Witness on this show is tricked into stripping naked in a
hall of  mirrors. An episode of  this show begins with a woman clarifying she is a trillionaire and not
a billionaire, and offering a couple a genetically engineered child in exchange for their home. This
show's protagonist, who is the granddaughter of  noose-wearing vigilante (*)Hooded Justice,
investigates the white supremacist Seventh Kavalry and wears an outfit inspired by a nun. Angela Abar
(AY-bar), a cop who also uses the alias Sister Night, reveals that her husband is Doctor Manhattan in, for 10
points, what HBO series based on an Alan Moore graphic novel?
ANSWER: Watchmen <Nelson>

5. One of  this man's early film roles was as CharlesRankin, a small town prep school teacher who
is actually Franz Kindler, a fugitive Nazi, in the film The Stranger. This man discussed fabricating
his early acting resume in the documentary F for Fake. This actor divorced Rita Hayworth two
months before the release of The Lady from (*) Shanghai, in which they co-starred. Among this man's
universally-lauded films are Touch of  Evil, The Magnificent Ambersons, and a 1941 film about the life of  a
newspaper tycoon whose death prompts an investigation into the word "Rosebud." For 10 points, name this
filmmaker who starred in his debut film, Citizen Kane.
ANSWER: Orson Welles [or George Orson Welles] <Vopava>
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6. According to this game series, the 1945 Trinity test reawakened a ruler who then masqueraded as
business magnate Jacqueline Natla. An ominous event called "The Cleansing" is prevented with
the help of  Jonah Maiava in a 2018 game in this series. This franchise's protagonist appears
younger and less (*) accomplished in a game set on the cult-infested island of  Yamatai; that game is the
first in the "Survivor" timeline created by the 2013 reboot of  this franchise. Recent releases focus on theRise
of and Shadow of, for 10 points, what action-adventure series starring the archaeologist Lara Croft?
ANSWER: Tomb Raider [accept Rise of  the Tomb Raideror Shadow of  the Tomb Raider; prompt on Lara
Croft before "Lara"] <Vopava>

7. In the 1956 World Series, this player hit a walk-off single to win Game 6 and struck out for the
final out of  Game 7, which would turn out to be his last at-bat. Eddie Stankey was traded so that
this man could play second base. Enos Slaughter injured this player by sliding into his leg, and
allegedly conspired to (*) boycott playing against him. While negotiating a contract, this man was
informed that he must have "guts enough not to fight back" by Branch Rickey. The MLB retired the number
42 in honor of, for 10 points, what man who broke baseball's color barrier?
ANSWER: Jackie Robinson [or Jack Roosevelt Robinson] <Andert>

8. In a Bad Religion song, a boy in this time period has a "lazy middle class intellectual dad" but
also has "a lot of  toys." A song partially titled for this period begins by lamenting "Born into
Nixon and I was raised in Hell" and later claims "I once was lost but never was found." Kanye
West's song "Power" samples a song titled for a person from this time period by King Crimson;
that song is titled for this period's "Schizoid Man" (SKITZ-oyd "man"). The songs "Know Your
Enemy" and (*) "21 Guns" appear on a Green Day album named for a "Breakdown" of  this time period.
For 10 points, name this set of  100 years in which rock musicians protested the War in Iraq.
ANSWER: 21st Century [accept "21st Century (Digital Boy)" or "21st Century Schizoid Man" or accept
21st Century Breakdown] <Maharjan>

9. This character is recruited as an "Auxillary Undercover Unit" and is told to drop any findings
into a garbage can. Richie Hartman breaks out of  a mental institution to get a neighbor of  this
character played by Steve Buscemi to return with him. This character uncovers that the Shaquille
O'Neal-played (*) DJ Aurora is actually a man. This thermos-carrying character's mother is revealed to
have been kidnapping the residents of  Salem, Massachusetts at the end of  a 2020 Netflix film named for
him. For 10 points, name this Adam Sandler-played character who serves as the official "helper" of  the title
October holiday.
ANSWER: Hubie Dubois [accept either underlined portion; accept Hubie Halloween] <Weiner>

10. Darren Walsh was "patient zero" for this affliction, which originated on a basketball court. A
student at Westmore Middle School got a 'D' in handwriting because he taped his fingers together
to avoid contracting this affliction. In a documentary, Chirag Gupta describes this condition as
"worse than nuclear (*) cooties", as its possessors are doomed to be social outcasts. A group of  teenagers
forces Rowley Jefferson to eat the source of  this condition. At the end ofDiary of  a Wimpy Kid, Greg Heffley
announces that he has, for 10 points, what dairy-based affliction transmitted by physical contact?
ANSWER: the cheese touch <Andert>
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11. This term may have originated in "The Friend Nobody Likes," a comedy routine by Dane
Cook. In February 2021 LeBron James used this term when discussing social media influencer
Juliana Carlos. A figure with this name sympathetically receives two packages of  M&Ms in a 2021
Super Bowl ad. In an example of  the Streisand Effect, American Girl drew even more attention to a
(*) fake doll with this name. San Francisco outlawed racially motivated 911 calls in an act with this name. A
stereotypically unreasonable person may be referred to as, for 10 points, what female name?
ANSWER: Karen [accept Courtside Karen] <Maharjan>

12. The cast of  this show staged an adaptation ofits episode "Hartsfield Landing" for an August
2020 HBO special. A man on this show says "I'm interested in selling my youngest daughter into
slavery" while eviscerating the radio host Dr. Jenna Jacobs. This show frequently used the
economical (*) "walk and talk" style of  scene fordialog between characters like Sam Seaborn and Josh
Lyman. This show earned Allison Janney four Emmys for playing C. J. Gregg, the razor-sharp Press
Secretary to Josiah Bartlet. For 10 points, name this liberal-minded Aaron Sorkin drama about senior White
House staff.
ANSWER: The West Wing <Vopava>

13. This rapper is the subject of  the line "rememberwhen I used to let you sleep on the couch" in
the diss track "Hit 'em Up." This rapper recounted how he couldn't imagine a "Super Nintendo
Sega Genesis" in a 1994 hit recounting his rags-to-riches story. The hook of  a track by this rapper
repeats the question "can't you see?" about this man's words. A ballad by the Police was
re-interpreted for the 1997 (*) Puff  Daddy song "I'll be Missing You," which was dedicated to this rapper.
"Big Poppa" and "Juicy" are hits by, for 10 points, what East coast rapper whose unsolved murder may have
been revenge for the death of  Tupac Shakur?
ANSWER: Notorious B.I.G. [accept Biggie Smalls or Christopher George Latore Wallace] <Maharjan>

14. Position and team required. In what would be the final season of  his career, future coach Steve
Spurrier was the first holder of  this position. In 2019, a player for this team achieved only 30
touchdown/30 interception season in NFL history. Vinny Testaverde was drafted by this team to
play this position, which Brad (*) Johnson held during a Super Bowl win. A holder of  this position
signed as a backup with the Saints after this role was taken by a player who had, at the time, won six Super
Bowls. Until 2020, Jameis (JAY-miss) Winston held, for 10 points, what position now held by Tom Brady?
ANSWER: (starting) quarterback for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers [accept any answer giving both
quarterback and either portion of  the team name] <Andert>

15. This film character is central to the video for "Beautiful Stranger" by Madonna. A typically
silent rival of  this character is played by Danny DeVito in a film-within-a-film in which this
character is played by Tom Cruise. This character is subjected to a "warm liquid (*) goo phase"
after being reawakened under the supervision of  Basil Exposition, his superior at British Intelligence. The
portrayer of  this character also plays his nemesis, who created a diminutive clone named "Mini-Me." Vanessa
Kensington, Foxxy Cleopatra, and Felicity Shagwell have all been companions of, for 10 points, what groovy
superspy played by Mike Myers?
ANSWER: Austin (Danger) Powers [accept either underlined portion] <Vopava>
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16. A wise-cracking trio of  these things are trickedby a genetically engineered cat into
continuously petting it to avoid it exploding. A character named for these things shoves a man off  a
railing after learning he revealed his father's illness to his mother. The leader of  "fsociety" is
nicknamed for these things and recruits cybersecurity engineer (*) Elliot Alderson into their ranks. A
trippy sci-fi limited anthology series is titled for Love, Death, and these beings. "Cleatus," the CGI mascot for
Fox Sports, is, for 10 points, what machines that follow "Mr." in the title of  a Rami Malek TV series?
ANSWER: robots [accept Mr Robot or Love, Death, and Robots, accept androids] <Maharjan>

17. One song by this band begins with the rewinded noise of  steel rods clanging against piano wire
and features the laughs of  its keyboardist's girlfriend. Though none of  them are related, three
members of  this band's classic lineup have the surname Taylor. The only James Bond theme song
to reach #1 in the U.S. was this band's theme for (*) A View to a Kill in 1985. Frontman Simon Le Bon
sings about a girl who "dances on the sand" in a 1982 song by this band, who claimed in another song "I'm
on the hunt, I'm after you." For 10 points, name this pop band with a repetitive name that sang "Rio" and
"Hungry Like the Wolf."
ANSWER: Duran Duran <Vopava>

18. This action is the primary focus of  Testa, anEritrean martial art. An accidental one of  these
things led to Stephan Bonnar's loss at UFC 110. While celebrating a touchdown, Gus Frerotte
injured himself  by doing this to a wall. Mike Tyson claimed this action by Evander Holyfield in the
first round pushed him to (*) bite his ear. A historic penalty shootout that was clinched by Fabio Grosso
was overshadowed by one of  these actions that followed trash talk from Marco Matterazzi. During the 2006
World Cup Final, Zinedine Zidane earned a red card by taking, for 10 points, what violent action?
ANSWER: headbutt [accept clear equivalents like hitting with your head, prompt on vague answers like
hitting] <Maharjan>

19. In a racing game featuring these characters, the phrase "approaching sound barrier" is
inaccurately heard as the driver reaches 200 miles per hour. These characters appear on the car of
NASCAR driver Kyle Busch. A mid-2000s ad campaign created a terrifying image of  Dr. Phil
crossed with one of  these characters. In a Super Bowl commercial, one of  these characters exclaims
"Oh, it's that kind of  party" before (*)dancing to "Sexy And I Know It"; in a different Super Bowl
commercial, that character is transformed into Danny DeVito. Ms. Brown and Red are among the
"spokescandies of," for 10 points, what non-melting brand of  chocolate?
ANSWER: M&Ms <Andert>

20. This actress's company Denver and Delilah Productions made her films Dark Places and Tully.
This actress presented Tom Hanks with the 2020 Cecil B. DeMille Award and admits she had
Hanks autograph her script for their film That Thing You Do!. In The Fate of  the Furious, Cipher the
(*) cyberterrorist is played by this woman, whose character leads a secret group in a 2020 film whose
members include Joe and Nicky, who were once enemies in the Crusades but are now immortal lovers. Andy
in The Old Guard and Fox News anchor Megyn Kelly in Bombshell were played by, for 10 points, what South
African actress?
ANSWER: Charlize Theron (char-LEEZ THAYR-en) <Vopava>
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1. For 10 points each, answer the following about films that end with the words "the end?" with a question
mark:
[10] The words "the end" morph into a question mark to conclude this 1958 B-movie about a ravenous,
amoeba-like being from outer space that cannot be killed, though it can be frozen.
ANSWER: The Blob
[10] The laughter of  Ming the Merciless echoes as "the end?" appears in this campy 1980 sci-fi adventure
based on a comic strip serial of  the same name.
ANSWER: Flash Gordon
[10] In A Game of  Shadows, the sequel to 2008's Sherlock Holmes, Sherlock, as played by this actor, scrawls a
question mark after the words "the end" in Watson's memoirs at the end of  the film.
ANSWER: Robert (John) Downey Jr. [accept RDJ; prompt on "Downey"] <Vopava>

2. A 2020 documentary about the various controversies surrounding this place added the word "Class" to
this place's name. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this amusement destination, which became notorious for its dangerous rides and attractions,
culminating in two deaths in 1984.
ANSWER: Action Park [accept Class Action Park]
[10] An infamous water slide at Action Park had one of  these features, which was so dangerous that it
decapitated test dummies that went through it. The slide remained closed for most of  its existence.
ANSWER: vertical loop [accept clear equivalents like loopity-loop]
[10] Action Park was located in Vernon Township in this state, which remains inexplicably easy to make fun
of  despite being the home of  Bruce Springsteen and many other icons.
ANSWER: New Jersey <Maharjan>

3. Mark Johnson was inspired to create the Playing for Change project after hearing Roger Ridley perform
this song. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Ben E. King song in which he urges a "darling" to stay close to him. It begins by describing a
time "When the night has come."
ANSWER: "Stand By Me"
[10] King originally wrote "Stand By Me" for the Drifters, but ended up recording it himself  during sessions
for another song of  his titled for a "Spanish" version of  this New York neighborhood. This neighborhood
also experienced a literary "renaissance."
ANSWER: Harlem [accept "Spanish Harlem" or Harlem Renaissance]
[10] Among the numerous artists to perform versions of  "Stand By Me" is this Black singer-songwriter,
whose biggest hit tells the listener "I got a plan to get us out of  here."
ANSWER: Tracy Chapman <Maharjan>
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4. The St. Louis Cardinals traded away this player shortly after he recorded a locker room video of  his
manager swearing incessantly and posting it online. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Tampa Bay Rays outfielder, whose breakout performance in the 2020 playoffs led to a ALCS
MVP award and a record ten home runs in a single postseason.
ANSWER: Randy Arozarena (ah-ROH-zah-RAY-nah) [or Randy Arozarena González]
[10] In Game 3 of  the World Series, Arozarena passed the record for postseason hits by a rookie, which had
been held by this legendary Yankees shortstop who was elected to the Baseball Hall of  Fame in 2020.
ANSWER: Derek Jeter (JEE-ter)
[10] Arozarena hails from this island country. Some of  its natives, including José Abreu, defected from this
country upon being barred from playing baseball internationally.
ANSWER: Cuba <Nelson>

5. In one episode, this show's title figure forms a sleeper cell with a taxi driver to take down Uber from the
inside. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Comedy Central show in which a so-called "business consultant" formulates absurd
strategies for saving failing businesses, such as poop-flavored frozen yogurt.
ANSWER: Nathan for You
[10] In another episode of Nathan for You, Nathan Fielder opened a "Dumb" version of  this coffee chain by
claiming it was really an art gallery protected under "fair use." He hired two of  this chain's former baristas to
work at his version.
ANSWER: Starbucks [accept Dumb Starbucks]
[10] Fielder is an executive producer on this similar HBO docu-comedy series presented as John Wilson's
tutorials for life in New York City.
ANSWER: How To with John Wilson <Rao - Pothuraju>

6. Wizard's First Rule, a derivative 1994 debut novel by this author, defines that rule as "People are stupid."
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this American epic fantasy author who died in September 2020. His Sword of  Truthsaga was
adapted into the TV show Legend of  the Seeker.
ANSWER: Terry (Lee) Goodkind
[10] Goodkind credits this disability with forcing him to formulate stories to completion in his head before
writing them down. Percy Jackson has a form of  this condition caused by his brain being hardwired for
Greek, not English.
ANSWER: dyslexia
[10] Goodkind's novel Faith of  the Fallencontains admitted glorifications of  Objectivism, the philosophy
devised by this Russian-American novelist.
ANSWER: Ayn (rhymes with "mine") Rand [or Alisa Zinovyevna Rosenbaum] <Vopava>
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7. Alfred Newman wrote and conducted this piece of  music, which was given a samba-style treatment for
the movie Rio 2. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify or describe this music that, in its standard form, accompanies a pair of  searchlights seen at the
start of  numerous films.
ANSWER: the 20th Century Fox fanfare [accept answers that identify the music or theme or song that
plays over the 20th Century Fox logos]
[10] The 20th Century Fox fanfare is replaced with an a cappela version sung by this title rodent vocal group
in a 2009 film that has the absolutely unbearable subtitle The Squeakquel.
ANSWER: Alvin and the Chipmunks [accept Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel; prompt on
chipmunks]
[10] At the start of The Peanuts Movie, the fanfare is heard being played on a piano by this character, who is
usually seen playing a piano in most Peanuts media.
ANSWER: Schroeder (SHROH-dur) <Vopava>

8. For 10 points each, name these TV shows that resorted to offscreen deaths to deal with characters played
by actors who were leaving:
[10] To deal with the rightful firing of  Kevin Spacey, this once-acclaimed political thriller had its main
character, Frank Underwood, get poisoned by Doug Stamper before its final season began.
ANSWER: House of  Cards
[10] After Kal Penn was hired as a White House liaison in 2009, his doctor character on this popular Fox
medical drama died offscreen in a completely out-of-nowhere suicide.
ANSWER: House (M.D.)
[10] John Amos's criticism of  this 1970s sitcom for its emphasis on the comical character J.J. Walker led this
show to kill off  Amos's character James Evans in an unseen car wreck.
ANSWER: Good Times <Vopava>

9. During a practice round for this event in 2020, Jon Rahm aimed directly for the water on Hole 16 and
skipped his ball across the pond to sink an unbelievable hole-in-one. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this golf  tournament whose winners are awarded a Green Jacket.
ANSWER: The Masters (Tournament) [accept U.S. Masters (Tournament)]
[10] The Masters Tournament is held at the namesake National Golf  Club in this southern city.
ANSWER: Augusta, Georgia
[10] The 2020 Masters was won by this American golfer. Noted for his exceptionally long drives, he is the
only player in history to win all four World Golf  Championships.
ANSWER: Dustin (Hunter) Johnson [prompt on Johnson] <Vopava>
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10. This band's version of  "The Tide Is High" displays the increasingly eclectic style that evolved out of  their
original punk and new wave sound. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this band whose fame peaked in the late 1970s and early 80s with hits like "Rapture" and "Call
Me."
ANSWER: Blondie
[10] The lyrics to this 1978 Blondie single, such as "I'm gonna getcha, getcha, getcha, getcha," are inspired
by lead singer Debbie Harry's experience with a stalker.
ANSWER: "One Way or Another"
[10] Another of  Blondie's hits, "Heart of  Glass," marked a foray into this pop genre that experienced
extreme backlash in the late 70s. The BeeGees were prominent performers of  this genre.
ANSWER: disco <Vopava>

11. To start 2021, Netflix announced an ambitious plan to release at least one new original movie every
week of  the year. For 10 points each:
[10] One of  their first films wasOutside the Wire, a mediocre sci-fi action film starring this actor, who will star
opposite Sebastian Stan in an upcoming Disney+ series.
ANSWER: Anthony Mackie
[10] Army of  the Dead, a zombie film by this director, is set to be released by Netflix at some point in 2021.
This man's enormous namesake cut of Justice League will also be released in 2021.
ANSWER: Zack Snyder [or Zachary (Edward) Snyder]
[10] Among the films Netflix plans to release is the third film in this critically panned series of  teen
romcoms based on books by Beth Reekles and starring Joey King and Jacob Elordi.
ANSWER: The Kissing Booth [accept The Kissing Booth 3] <Weiner>

12. Montrezl (mon-trez) Harrell won this award in the 2019-20 NBA season. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this award, which is given to the best player in the league who comes off  the bench.
ANSWER: NBA Sixth Man of  the Year Award
[10] The last three Sixth Man Awards have been won by either Harrell or Lou Williams, who both did so
while playing for this team, where they backed up players like Paul George.
ANSWER: Los Angeles Clippers [prompt on Los Angeles or L.A.]
[10] Lou Williams and this player have both won the Sixth Man Award three times; this player, nicknamed "J.
Crossover," is the NBA's all-time leader in four-point plays.
ANSWER: Jamal Crawford [or Aaron Jamal Crawford] <Andert>
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13. Breath of  the Wildwas noted for its radical de-emphasis of  these locations compared to otherLegend of
Zelda releases. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this common video game term for closed-off, typically underground areas. A subgenre of  fantasy
games concerns "crawling" these places.
ANSWER: dungeons [accept dungeon crawl(er)]
[10] In this four-player Atari staple of  the dungeon crawler genre, a primitive speech processor barked out
phrases like "Welcome to the treasure room!" or "Elf  needs food!"
ANSWER: Gauntlet
[10] Many dungeon crawlers also emphasize the repetitive, button-mashing combat found in another fantasy
subgenre named for these two somewhat synonymous actions.
ANSWER: hack and slash [accept answers in either order] <Vopava>

14. In an interview with Seth Meyers, this actress recalled how her mother told her that, if  people can learn
to pronounce Tchaikovsky and Michelangelo's names, then they can learn to pronounce hers. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this actress whose varying TV roles include a woman nicknamed Crazy Eyes and Shirley
Chisholm, the first African-American senator.
ANSWER: Uzo Aduba (OO-zoh uh-DOO-buh) [or Uzoamaka Nwanneka Aduba]
[10] Aduba rose to fame as Crazy Eyes, whose real name is Suzanne Warren, on this comedy-drama series
set in a women's prison.
ANSWER: Orange Is the New Black
[10] Aduba won a 2020 Emmy for her portrayal of  Chisholm in this Hulu miniseries about the anti-feminist
backlash that killed the Equal Rights Amendment.
ANSWER: Mrs. America <Vopava>

15. For 10 points each, name these musicians that Alexis Rose, the impossibly spoiled character on the series
Schitt's Creek, claims to have had romantic entanglements with:
[10] To get multiple "backstage passes to the Teen Choice Awards," Alexis briefly dated all three of  the
teenage brothers in this band behind the 90s hit "MMMBop."
ANSWER: Hanson
[10] In season five, Alexis implies that she and this lead singer did much more than just go on a date to a
bubble tea place. This judge on The Voice guested on the Gym Class Heroes song "Stereo Hearts."
ANSWER: Adam (Noah) Levine
[10] Alexis also brags that she still gets thirsty texts from this EDM artist and producer who counts Silk City
and Major Lazer among his many projects.
ANSWER: Diplo [or Thomas Wesley Pentz] <Vopava>
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16. This man was the first left-handed quarterback taken in an NFL Draft in 10 years. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Alabama alum, who began the 2020 season backing up Ryan Fitzpatrick. He uses a
shortened version of  his first name, which is 18 letters long.
ANSWER: Tua Tagovailoa (TOO-uh TAHG-oh-vie-LOH-uh) [or Tuanigamanuolepola Tagovailoa]
[10] By the end of  the 2020 season, Tua Tagovailoa had become the starting quarterback for this AFC East
team, whose prior quarterbacks include Dan Marino and Bob Griese ["greasy"].
ANSWER: Miami Dolphins [accept either]
[10] Tua's brother Taulia is also a quarterback, who began at Alabama before transferring to this Big Ten
school. This school plays Navy in the Crab Bowl Classic.
ANSWER: University of Maryland [accept Terrapins or Terps] <Maharjan>

17. In November 2020, a technical glitch caused Radio France Internationale's website to accidentally
publish its entire repository of  pre-written celebrity obituaries. For 10 points each:
[10] Among those prematurely reported as dead was this iconic star of  westerns who has focused on
directing in recent years with movies like American Sniper and The Mule.
ANSWER: Clint Eastwood [or Clinton Eastwood Jr.]
[10] Contrary to her obituary, this singer and avant-garde artist is 88 and still very much alive. Her only U.S.
#1 album was Double Fantasy, a collaboration with her husband.
ANSWER: Yoko Ono [Ono was married to John Lennon.]
[10] This 80-year-old former athlete, whose accomplishments include popularizing the phrase "The
Beautiful Game," also had an obituary falsely published.
ANSWER: Pelé [or Edson Arantes do Nascimento] <Vopava>

18. Dream a Little Dream, Vice Versa, and All of  Mewere part of  a rash of  1980s comedies whose plots hinge
on this magical scenario. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this fantastical situation central to the Rob Schneider comedy The Hot Chick.
ANSWER: body swap [accept answers that identify characters changing or switching bodies or their
souls, such as having their minds go into different bodies]
[10] The paragon of  body swap films is this oft-remade 1976 Disney comedy, whose 2003 version stars
Lindsey Lohan and Jamie Lee Curtis.
ANSWER: Freaky Friday
[10] In 2011's The Change-Up, the body swap targets buddies played by Jason Bateman and this actor, who
rose to fame playing impossibly attractive rulebreakers in films like Waiting... and National Lampoon's Van
Wilder.
ANSWER: Ryan (Rodney) Reynolds <Vopava>
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19. For 10 points each, name these music artists who performed songs titled for specific years of  the 1980s:
[10] This glam rock pioneer, who adopted the persona Ziggy Stardust in the 1970s, included the song
"1984" on his album Diamond Dogs.
ANSWER: David Bowie (BOW-ee) [or David Robert Jones]
[10] This pop band behind the hit "Everybody Talks" insisted "You and me, let's go back" in the song
"1983." They released the album I Can Feel You Forgetting Me in 2020.
ANSWER: Neon Trees
[10] Though it was originally recorded by SR-71, this pop punk band popularized the song "1985," which
describes a time featuring "Springsteen, Madonna, way before Nirvana."
ANSWER: Bowling for Soup <Maharjan>

20. This comic starred as the title nursing home assistant of  the 2013 seriesDerek, which sharply divided
critics over its portrayal of  developmental disabilities. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this British comic who, with Stephen Merchant, co-created The Office on the BBC.
ANSWER: Ricky (Dene) Gervais (jur-VAYZ)
[10] Gervais and Merchant's friend Karl Pilkington is the subject of  this 2010s travel documentary series
that foregrounds Karl's utter lack of  appreciation for the cultural wonders he visits.
ANSWER: An Idiot Abroad
[10] Since 2010, Gervais has hosted this awards show five times, including in 2020, when he made extremely
edgy jokes about Jeffrey Epstein and Apple's sweatshops in China.
ANSWER: Golden Globes [or Golden Globe Awards] <Vopava>


